
Reliable & Optimized delivery based on engineering excellence

We know that you are faced with a myriad of options and choices as you build and optimize your data foundation for
the future. At Anblicks, we design and build solutions along the entire data pipeline for our clients and we bring hard
won lessons to help you speed up your strategy.

End to End View
We believe that our clients are best served with a holistic and end to end view of the data pipeline. This means that we
focus on your data siloes and discover data context, relationships and even “dark data”. Having an end to end view
means that we define how you want to ingest, store, analyze, warehouse and visualize or serve up information & insight.

Best Practices Framework for Accelerated Delivery
Our engineering DNA ensures that we think about performance architecture, code optimization and TCO at all stages of
solving your business problems. We also showcase this with our “Anblicks Ignite” Data Engineering Platform, which is
100% Azure cloud native, built on best of breed, high performance & cost optimized technologies. This helps you with
better ROI and faster time to market.

Data Science Accelerators for solving business use cases
Our AI accelerators CapptixAI, LendingAI, CustomerAI and SalesAI, offer tremendous value in sales, marketing, finance 
and customer service.  This gives you competitive advantage and accelerates business innovation.

Leveraging our deep Partner relationships
Our partnerships with Talend, Snowflake, Databricks & Microsoft ensures that we bring in certified and highly
experienced world class global talent to address your requirements with high quality.

100% Commitment to Delivery
With 100% referenceable customers, we help you with end to end implementation from strategy, ideation to production.

www.anblicks.com  |  sales@anblicks.com

Anblicks Cloud Data Engineering

Building your data foundation on the cloud

At Anblicks, our architects and engineers will design, build and deploy
unified data solutions across the entire data pipeline. To do this, we
draw upon our engineering DNA, our deep expertise and experience in
addressing client needs and opportunities. Our partnerships with Talend,
Snowflake, Databricks & Microsoft ensures that we marry best in class
technology with your requirements.
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